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About This Game

Overview

Hexvade is a competitive, action-packed combination of the classic falling-block style arcade game and the timeless platformer
genre. Fight your friends in this fast-paced and strategic game! And fear not, for the lone wolves out there we have a boss-rush

styled singleplayer mode, battling your way through 7 uniquely designed and challenging bosses!

Multiplayer

Multiplayer is the core element of Hexvade, as what is more fun than having your hard work destroyed by a friend, and then
getting to smash them in the head with bricks later on?

The concept is simple: one player plays as the Dropper and the other as the Dodger.

The Dropper must align pieces to create lines in order to make the Dodger vulnerable to hazards.

The Dodger must sabotage the game board using a plethora of items and abilities, and dodge their way around pieces
when the Dropper manages to create a line.

Game ends if the Dodger is killed or trapped, or if the Dropper fails to clear pieces and they get stacked too high. If the
timer runs out, the victory goes to the Dodger for being able to survive the onslaught.
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With 8 Dropper and 8 Dodger characters, each with their own passive and active ablities as well as a wide range of items, there's
never a dull moment!

Singleplayer

Should you find yourself alone one rainy day and have a hankering for hexagonal-based destruction, there is a singleplayer mode
for you try your hand at!

Fight your way through 7 unique and challenging bosses and get awarded points for speed, accuracy, and control!
These points will unlock new characters for Multiplayer, and you also get to brag online that you're 3 frames faster at beating a

boss than someone else!

Demo

If you're still unsure if Hexvade is for you, be sure to try out our free demo! It has Local Multiplayer with 2 characters for both
the Dropper and the Dodger, as well as 1 singleplayer boss for you to attempt!

Conclusion

A game for both casuals and competitors alike, Hexvade is sure to keep you entertained for hours on end (providing you don't
get salty at your friend who's far better than you and rage quit).
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Just like Ash Harding, Mrs Foster fits in the game perfectly and has a fantastic design.

And just like Ash Harding, the female voice wants me to get my ears removed.

Good DLC, but for the love of god change the voice.. Very beautiful soundtrack. Technically superior from the previous
iterations, with a more than decent voice cast this time around, solid riddles and puzzles and a somewhat ridiculous
(unfortunately not in a good way) storyline. Recommended with caution.. I was initially hesitant about his VN, but I am glad I
gave it a try. Sabbat of the Witch is one of the best VN's I have read to date. The quality is very high, the characters are cute and
vibrant, backgrounds are detailed, and the story has that perfect amount of sci-fi to make it more than your standard slice of life.
Even the silent male protagonist has enough depth to his story to keep him from being your typical loser.

There were many times that I was so glued to my computer screen that I found myself staying up until 3AM on a work night
because I lost track of time. And there were people chopping onions nearby, that's for sure.

I completed all 5 routes and personally liked Meguru's route the best, due to the sweet and likable character she is, and her story
really touched me. But all the other girls' routes are worth the time as well, especially the main heroine's route, Nene.

Despite the seriousness of many of the scenes, there is still plenty of well written humor, my favorite being the moment when
they first caught Tsumugi running away and the hilarious situation that occurred after they fell down.

This game is well worth the price, and I sincerely hope that Yuzu-Soft will release more titles of this caliber very soon.

. I found the game addictive and fun although there a few non-game breaking bugs:
 - Incorrect text used to achieve certain goalsd
 - Doesn't count your build numbers properly if using the Build Max option

I also managed to break it after building up Earth's income beyond the game limit giving me infinite cash and taking my level
over 9000.

As a tip, just leave the game running whilst you're busy doing something else and let the money build up.

For the number of hours I suink in the game it's good value too. A fun, competent port of the board game, with good levels of
AI to play against. I like that the Fire & Ice expansion got included as well.. 80% crap fell asleep playing this game, most
mundane mind numbing game\/story.
I just wanted a good quirky story could get hooked on and actualy care about the outcome,
 did not get that at all.. WARNING: This DLC is basically just a reskin of the Krone stuff already in game. It looks great and
handles fine, but don't think it's adding anything new to the game. In fact, two of the headers are actually 9m in working width,
while the Krone is 10.5m.. The founder skins and title are a one time consumable for one character. Which is ridiculous
considering the price.

Please reconsider making these highly priced early supporter cosmetics account bound and useable on all characters.

(Update as of 5\/28\/2019)

Their response to the people asking for the ability to have the skins on multiple characters per account was giving the option to
buy multiple packs. You heard that right, instead of listening to the people who spent serious money on their game. They
doubled down on greed.

Want to hear the final nail in the coffin? They tweeted out "It SuCkS I caN OnlY uSe FounDeRs PacKs On oNE cHarAcTer"
with a derp spongebob picture on their official twitter. Yeah, I highly advise staying away from this game as a whole, for atleast
a while. The fact that they think they can get away with saying something like that really doesn't bode well for the future.
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I love this game a lot. It is truly unique and makes me think. It is also a lot of fun to play and has good graphics.. No gameplay at
all, huge level with nothing in it. It is a walking simulator for 16.99$ and not even 2 hours of gameplay.. The official anti-social
DLC pack. If you use these items, you never have to put any effort into your friendships, everyone just loves you no matter how
much you neglect them. I need some of these for my IRL friendships tbh. i liked this game. its amazing, its cheap, it's random,
and i love it. Lol just use the arrow key jump and you can beat any level. Cant believe this is even sold for money. Go buy the
actual Portal not this broken knock-off\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Disclaimer: Bought it for 1.01 Euro and I
suck at (not only) runner games. And I'm late to the party, got it during Steam Winter Sale 2017.

As one can't use profanity on Steam, this will be short. I hate this *******, ******* game. Also, I love it, the music is great,
and it's one of the games that are "just one more try". But as I said. I hate this *******, ******* game.

If you didn't played it already, buy it. Now! Don't wait, add it to cart!
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